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He fed them with the finest wheat 
and satisfied them with honey from the rock 

Entrance Antiphon 
Psalm 81: 17 

 
I love stories when there are two parallel universes existing side by side at the same time, when two                   
worlds are coexisting simultaneously. Usually one world is anonymous, is kept hidden except to a few                
select people or to a set of citizens. The other world then, is what we know of everyday living, the usual                     
world of our life. I love this because I think there is value and truth to it. 
 
So what do I mean? We see it in literature all the time. Classics, like in Tolkien’s The Hobbit or The Lord                      
of the Rings series, we have two worlds: the world of good, like where the hobbits live. They live in a                     
shire where they go about their day to day living. They live to eat and socialize and have families and                    
enjoy life and relaxation. However, there is another world brewing in which most of the characters are                 
unaware. It is the world of darkness, and ugly creatures like orcs, and wizards that go bad and become                   
deceitful. It’s a world of spiders, and nightmares. This looming darkness is causing a sickness. This                
looming darkness is creating tension. Well, someone has to treat it, has to mend it. So we have those                   
who fight against this looming sickness and tension. We have the good wizards, who will sacrifice life                 
and limb. We have the honorable friendship of hobbits and dwarves, and one of the greatest friendship                 
in literary history… Sam and Frodo who will give up everything to go to the ends of the earth to not only                      
sacrifice the self for the other but to sacrifice everything they love to save what they love for those they                    
love. 
 
And the crazy thing is – everyone back at the Shire have no idea, are totally clueless that Frodo and Sam                     
are even doing this, they have no idea of the doom that is looming, they have no idea of the danger that                      
is being thwarted. They are living fat and happy in their everyday dealings.  
 
So it is said that the art of literature reflects the art of real life. And so it does… 
 
I have certainly felt like I’ve been living in two worlds. One world being anonymous and hidden and the                   
other world being what we live from day to day. In this day to day world it became more heightened, I                     
became more aware of people walking, running outside, rollerblading. I would drive down Brendan Lane               
and see people mowing their lawns and going about their day to day lives. I would get on zoom                   
conferences to talk to family and staff and sometimes diocesan personnel, I would do webinars that                
were offered on various topics, some for parish needs, some for personal enjoyment. So this was one                 
world, the day to day stuff, of keeping relationships in check and going, keeping the parish and school                  
alive and well, keeping myself up to date and disciplined and thriving.  
 
Then there was another world that was going on, here in church. For two months and more, I would                   
come every day to this place and offer mass by myself, I would do the liturgy of the hours, the rosary,                     
prayer before the blessed sacrament, quiet time before the Lord and each time I came here… yes, I was                    
by myself but I wasn’t alone. In this world I was able to bring with me, all of you… the whole parish…                      
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my family…my friends… those who are active in their Catholic faith and those who aren’t. I was here by                    
myself but not alone in this church, God’s house, and in this Eucharist that goes beyond time and space,                   
that goes beyond dimensions and demeanors, and it draws us all in together… regardless of where we                  
are… mentally, physically, spiritually. This is the reality of this Catholic world of ours. 
 
So the reality is … there is a whole other world going on, side by side, coinciding with our day to day                      
world. There is a whole another world going on that so many are unaware, so many are even in denial.                    
Even before COVID and the shut down, I would see it: parishioners in the neighborhood who never come                  
to Mass and yet on a Sunday they have their god called a lawn mower eating their grass to manicured                    
perfection. That’s one world. The Israelites wanted to give into that world, until Moses came down with                 
God’s law and his own wrath. And said, this golden calf is not our God… this golden image that eats                    
grass is not the God of Israel who has saved and set us free.  
 
But for those of us who are here and for those of us who want to be here, watching today, know that                      
this world never stopped existing and it never will – this world of our Catholic faith, this world of                   
Eucharist leads to eternity. Even in this time of shut down, this time of separation, this world of our                   
Catholic faith was drawing us all in whether we know it or not, believe it or not, felt it or not… this world                       
was drawing us all in and drawing us into everything that is relevant and real.  
 
I hear that phrase all the time, I think I even said it my own youthful days. “We need to be in the real                        
world… the real world is where it’s at.” Well, theologians have said, that our Catholic faith and                 
especially 
the Mass and Eucharist is a world that is “really real.” It is here that we learn how to really hear God                      
speak by listening to Scripture, it is here that we learn how to treat each other regardless of differences                   
with a sense of dignity and respect as we genuflect and bow are even incensed at times, it is here that                     
we encounter to what extend love, real love, will go for our lives… all the way to the cross and through                     
it to the resurrection… it is here the God feeds us… not with ordinary food… but with everything he                   
has…his flesh, blood, soul, humanity and divinity… all of it, not holding back.  And so much more… 
 
Eventually Moses’ predecessor Joshua had to ask the people, “what world will you live in?” He asked,                 
“whom will you serve?” His response, “…as for me and my household we will serve the Lord.” 
 
Jesus after he explained to the people, without dumbing it down, without watering it down, without                
saying kind of, sort of, without saying well in a symbolic way… eat my flesh and drink my blood… this                     
Gospel we just heard became a source in which many of Jesus’ disciples simply walked away and said                  
“no thank you.” “I don’t want your world… I don’t want what you are offering.” For us as Catholics, this                     
Gospel offers to us the doctrine of the real presence of Christ in the Eucharist. Not a symbolic                  
representation. Jesus was offering food that would help them live forever in peace, love, friendship,               
good will, in what is really real. They chose another world all together.  
  
So how about you…what world do you live in? What is really real to you? Step into this Eucharist once                    
again and allow Christ to nourish you, strengthen you to have the eyes and the heart to see this world,                    
God’s world, not hidden and anonymous, but to see this world alive and abundant around you.  
 


